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My Love Has Gone!
 
It hurts when the only love of your life has gone
It hurts more when the memories speaks a lot
It hurts when without reason somebody walks out
It hurts when everything goes wrong
It hurts when the one you love hates you
It hurts when u needs a hug and no one is there
It hurts when u left alone in the world
It hurts every single affair around you
It hurts when happiness is just a word and sadness is your world
It hurts when mom don't speaks to me
It hurts when dad don't trust me
It hurts when my sister don't want me
It hurts when the only friend I had made left me
It hurts when the love of my life has gone
It hurts and it only hurts...! !
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My Pain
 
I am drowning day by day
There is no way I can see
My pain is getting heavier
Nothing seems to be fine
Whole world is a crowd of pile
No one is my friend, no one is my family
I am all alone left with my pain
My thoughts have pain, my heart is in pain
My sorrows are more and joys are rare
I am in depression and also in confusion
When I sleep at night I feel I want to sleep forever
But morning light wakes me up and gives me hope saying one day more
My soul is in pain and I have no rescue
I am badly hurt and it's driving me crazy
But no one in my world to share, to love or to care
Life is uninteresting with loads of pain now and then
I hope my days to end and simply my pain comes to an end.
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